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ABSTRACT
Designing technology-mediated connections between patients, relatives and healthcare providers is a main focus of electronic healthcare (eHealth). Involving future users in the innovation and design of eHealth is important for understanding the complex socio-technical challenge of connecting key actors in health management. This paper presents the results of a research project on the design of eHealth solutions for hearing healthcare. We introduce a client journey perspective on hearing rehabilitation and present how we engaged elderly hearing aid users, relatives and healthcare providers in inventing future eHealth-assisted client journeys. Our analysis of this problem space presents a series of boundaries and barriers and possible bridges and connections for future hearing rehabilitation. We synthesise these results by developing an integrated model of the complex interplay between information, communication and learning among key actors in hearing rehabilitation and we outline four implications for design within this framework.
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INTRODUCTION
Hearing impairment is common and disabling, as it reduces abilities for communication and social participation. It is a non-fatal, age-related illness and the fifth leading cause of years lived with disability [40]. Similar to other chronic diseases and disabilities, people with hearing impairment face demands for daily self-management when they enter treatment. This places the responsibility for health on the individual, who must confront and live with ongoing health management challenges. Health management encompasses a range of tasks and expectations for the individual, such as learning and following health recommendations, understanding and using health technology, monitoring one’s own health, communicating health observations to healthcare providers and cooperating with significant others on daily health [8, 31]. Additionally, an ageing population and increased prevalence of chronic illness pose severe resource challenges for healthcare systems dealing with a global shortage of qualified healthcare providers [42]. The design of interactive systems to support cooperation between patients, relatives and healthcare providers with regard to health management has emerged owing to these challenges, accompanied by increasing digital opportunities to deliver scalable and flexible health services. Furthermore, eHealth has been proposed as a means of improving the cost effectiveness of healthcare [43]. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) provides new opportunities for connected health and has the potential to be a driver for healthcare innovation [41]. The term eHealth is widely used for health delivery via ICT and refers especially to applications aimed at improving communication between individuals and organisations [32]. This includes telemedicine, mobile health solutions, clinical decision support systems, web-based health portals, virtual training environments, electronic health records and computerised physician order entry systems [43].

Despite the digital opportunities of eHealth, researchers call for ongoing studies into how best to support cooperation between health providers and individuals in daily health management. This includes, for example, understanding how people carry out everyday health management [31], understanding communication boundaries between people living with health conditions and healthcare providers [27], understanding information practices for people living with chronic illness and disabilities [33], investigating how to support people with an illness in converting health information into self-management strategies [17] and carefully considering how to share health information between healthcare providers, patients and informal carers [35]. The socio-technical aspects of healthcare systems are
complex, and eHealth research stresses the importance of engaging key actors in the co-design of future technology to bridge the knowledge gaps in the requirements analysis and design for functional support across actors [4].

In this paper, we contribute to this research need by presenting how we have engaged older adults (≥ 60 years) with hearing impairment (or persons with hearing impairment [PHIs]), their significant others (SOs) and hearing care providers (HCPs) in participatory design of eHealth solutions for hearing impairment. First, we present background information on hearing impairment, eHealth in hearing rehabilitation and hearing healthcare client journeys (CJs). As presented in the subsequent section, numerous hearing applications exist, but few of them are used [7]. On this basis, we engaged in the research challenge of innovating solutions that can bring value for PHIs, SOs and HCPs. We present how we involved these key actors in the design of eHealth solutions for hearing rehabilitation via focus group sessions. Our findings are presented in an analysis synthesising the results, and we develop an integrated framework for the design of eHealth solutions. Finally, we discuss the implications of the results for design, the limitations of the research and suggestions for future research.

BACKGROUND

Hearing impairment

Approximately 5% of the world population has a disabling hearing impairment. Hearing impairment is especially common in older adults (age-related hearing impairment). This condition affects verbal communication and has negative consequences, such as reduced social participation, reduced participation in the workforce and mental health problems [1]. The vast majority of older adults with hearing impairment are candidates for hearing aids, which are ear-level electronic sound amplifiers adjusted to suit an individual’s hearing impairment.

Hearing aids improve the quality of life of those who use them [5]. However, they do not restore normal hearing function. Furthermore, the hearing abilities of the elderly typically deteriorate gradually over time. This requires continuous adaptation and acclimatisation to listening situations for the hearing aid user and regular maintenance and fine-tuning of the hearing aids to ensure that they are fitted to the gradual deterioration of the hearing as a consequence of ageing. The target group requires hearing healthcare and self-management to reduce the negative consequences of hearing impairment. Learning to use and live with hearing aids is essential. The learning curve is steep and a significant number of hearing aid users stop using their hearing aids or live with inadequate hearing and the consequences this has for their quality of life [23].

Demographics are changing globally, as the ageing population is growing worldwide. From 2010 to 2015, the number of people aged 60 years and over grew by over 50% [44]. This calls for a paradigm shift within healthcare with responsive care, including the substitution of physical patient visits with online services [15]. Our primary target group, older adults with hearing impairment, is relevant for the research and development of interactive systems, as mobility problems increase with age, making attending physical appointments difficult. Additionally, since memory problems increase as people age, information must be easily accessible at all times, which digital solutions enable [20]. The elderly represent the portion of the population for whom rates of Internet use are increasing most rapidly. In Denmark, where this study was conducted, 79% of Danes aged 65–89 years had Internet access at home in 2016 and reported regular use [10]. Reports from Canada, the UK and Sweden show that elderly people with hearing impairment use the Internet more than their peers with normal hearing [14, 16, 38].

Hearing applications

Numerous applications (apps) exist that are designed to support hearing healthcare. A recent review of such apps identified 203 applications categorised as apps for screening and self-testing, education and information, assistive tools and mobile applications supporting users with easy ways to amplify sound [34]. However, eHealth solutions connecting key actors in hearing healthcare remain a vision, rather than current practice [7]; yet the scenario is presented as ‘a silent and disrupting revolution in the hearing health care practice’ offering opportunities for ‘novel interactions and relationships between actors’ [39]. Challenges in relation to eHealth solutions include adherence, quality, effectiveness and privacy [34]. For example, a study of an online support system connecting HCPs and PHIs presents benefits as well as challenges related to a cumbersome interaction design, lack of personalisation and non-use among some PHIs [2].

eHealth solutions are aimed at empowering people in need of healthcare to self-manage with support from technologically mediated interactions with their healthcare providers. For this reason, the involvement of the key actors – PHIs, SOs and HCPs – in the design of future eHealth solutions for hearing healthcare is strongly recommended to understand how to innovate solutions that fulfil the real needs of the people for whom they are designed [12]. Most eHealth applications are developed on the basis of technological opportunity rather than user needs and are tested in pilot studies, demonstrating technical feasibility, but then stored on a shelf, never to be used again [45]. We worked with this innovative challenge and engaged PHIs, SOs and HCPs in participatory design of future eHealth solutions for hearing rehabilitation.

Hearing healthcare client journeys

Our research is grounded in related work on adult PHIs’ perspectives on hearing services. In the results of the previous research, PHIs describe hearing help-seeking and rehabilitation in the context of their daily lives and as a
process of personal adjustment to a health condition, rather than along a healthcare pathway, as many HCPs describe [23]. There is clearly a need for designing CJs that merge healthcare pathways and the psychosocial needs of PHIs and their SOs as they adjust to life with hearing impairment. Furthermore, there is a need for understanding how eHealth can best facilitate such CJs.

Journey has been used as a metaphor for living with chronic illness for many years and can be found in long-established models of health behaviour change, like the transtheoretical model, the health belief model, the self-regulatory model and the self-determination model [9, 29, 30]. Following recommendations for applying theories of health behaviour and change to hearing health research, we combined different models in the CJ used in this study [9].

In general, CJs are used to investigate the experiences of patients and the processes which they undergo during the course of an illness. Despite obvious differences between people and their illnesses, the process which people experience is often similar [29, 30]. To support conversations with PHIs, SOs and HCPs about hearing healthcare, we developed a simple CJ with four phases, presented in Figure 1. This CJ combines aspects of the healthcare journey (fitting and follow-up consultations as anchors) as well as room for the personal journeys of psychosocial adjustment, with attention to concepts such as motivation and readiness, cues to action, severity and maintenance of newly acquired behaviours.

![Figure 1. The client journey for hearing healthcare.](image)

The first phase, ‘prepare’, is where the PHIs and SOs become aware of, and acknowledge, the PHI’s hearing problem – that is, taking the first steps into the CJ. The second phase, ‘depart’, is the hearing aid fitting in the consultation room of the HCP resulting in the PHI leaving the clinic with hearing aids. The third phase, ‘explore’, is where the PHI steps into life with hearing aids. In this period, the PHI learns to adjust to amplified sounds, maintain the hearing aids, etc. This learning curve can be steep. The fourth phase, ‘established’, is where the PHI is expected to be on an optimal track with respect to hearing rehabilitation. When facing new problems or needing to be fitted with new hearing aids, the PHI typically starts the CJ again, however with experiences from previous journey(s).

Hearing healthcare has changed very little over the past 30 years. Almost all services are provided through physical meetings between PHIs and HCPs, which is both time- and resource-consuming for all parties. Moreover, people forget 40–80% of the information given during health visits [20]. It is also difficult for SOs to be involved [11]. Thus, it is an HCP-centred journey, where the HCPs provide devices and information to the PHI. The HCPs have very little prior knowledge of the PHI before the fitting and very little knowledge about how the PHI will use, and benefit from, the hearing aids after they are fitted. Thus, HCPs do not have the opportunity to make full use of their expertise owing to a lack of resources and short time with clients in the clinic – a typical fitting appointment between an HCP and a PHI is 45 minutes, during which the hearing aids need to be adjusted according to objective measures and PHI feedback and the PHI must become confident in self-managing the hearing aids. Future hearing healthcare can benefit from technological opportunities to create connections between PHIs and HCPs in a flexible, scalable and personalised manner, thus offering support to PHIs and SOs in their daily self-management without requiring face-to-face appointments. This brings opportunities for a PHI-centred journey, where PHIs and SOs can also be information providers, and where PHIs and HCPs can share information as part of preparing for the consultation, exploring the new world with hearing aids and self-managing hearing impairment.

In the following, we present how we used the CJ to explore the difficulties faced by PHIs, SOs and HCPs and to develop ideas for future eHealth-assisted CJs.

**METHODS**

Our three target groups were PHIs, SOs and HCPs, whom we recruited to participate in focus groups to facilitate a participatory approach to the innovation and design of eHealth-assisted CJs for hearing healthcare. The following explains how we staged the focus groups and how we analysed the results of the focus groups. For more details on how to carry out qualitative research in audiology, as conducted in the present study, the reader should refer to [21].

**Participants**

We conducted 8 focus groups with a total of 42 participants. This comprised four focus group sessions with PHIs, two focus group sessions with SOs and two focus group sessions with HCPs. Although the three key actors were separated into different focus groups, all focus groups followed the same structure.

We targeted an average of five participants per focus group to ensure active participation and, for PHIs, an optimal listening environment. We recruited PHIs through local associations of PHIs, social media (i.e. Facebook) and the research participants in the database of Eriksholm Research Centre as well as their family and friends. We also relied on the database of Eriksholm Research Centre to recruit SOs. Lastly, we recruited HCPs through personal networks and communications with public and private hearing clinics.

We used inclusion criteria developed for user innovation processes and recruited participants experienced in hearing rehabilitation and interested in technology [19]. All participants met the following inclusion/exclusion criteria: (1) Own a smartphone and use apps; (2) Have no direct relation to a hearing aid manufacturer (e.g. through
employment); (3) Have experienced the hearing CJ and would like to contribute to new solutions supporting the CJ; and (4) Have ideas for solutions to improve the hearing CJ. Furthermore, SOs were included if they had never tried or owned hearing aids. To have a varied sample of the three key actor groups, we applied different maximum variation criteria among the participants in the three key actor groups: age, gender, experience with public or private hearing healthcare and length of experience with hearing impairment. Furthermore, we ensured that some HCPs had university training, whilst others did not. PHIs also had different levels of activity: from being employed full-time and living with family members to being retired and living alone. Table 1 describes the participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>Gender¹</th>
<th>Age²</th>
<th>Experience³</th>
<th>Job active 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHI (n=24)</td>
<td>F 13</td>
<td>67.9 (61-79)</td>
<td>20.4 (0.5-62)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M 11</td>
<td>71.9 (65-81)</td>
<td>7.2 (0.5-12)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO (n=10)</td>
<td>F 9</td>
<td>63.7 (31-76)</td>
<td>17.5 (0.25-54)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M 1</td>
<td>76 (76-76)</td>
<td>20 (20-20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP (n=8)</td>
<td>F 5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8.5 (1.5-18)</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9.5 (1.5-25)</td>
<td>3/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ F: female; M: male ² Mean age (range) ³ Mean (range) PHI: Years as a hearing aid user; SO: Years as an SO to a hearing aid user; HCP: Years of practice ⁴ PHI: # of job active; HCP: # in public hearing clinics / # in private hearing clinics

Table 1. Participant characteristics.

All participants received information on the research and provided written informed consent prior to participating in the focus groups. Eriksholm Research Centre has ethical clearance for its research activities from the Committee for Health Research Ethics, Capital Region.

Focus groups activities
To foster communication, our focus groups took place in a quiet meeting room. The chairs of the participants and facilitators were arranged around a table to facilitate lip reading, and hearing assistive technology (e.g. frequency modulation system) was available and its use was encouraged. We worked from a participatory design perspective and endeavoured to engage the participants as partners in the design process, in contrast to their traditional role as testers of products [19, 37]. Related research has documented the quality of engaging older adults in designing for an older target group and reported that most older adults choose to participate in design activities to socialise [25, 36]. For this reason, and to stimulate an atmosphere of trust and creativity, we developed a procedure with ludic activities and a rich opportunity for the participants to share and discuss experiences and visions. We supported conversation with a series of visual tangible artefacts developed to support turn taking, promote a clear focus and flow in the group conversation and trigger ideas by asking participants to rearrange, sort out and contribute to the design of future CJ. The following materials were developed for the focus group sessions:

- A cardboard CJ was developed and placed on the table. This CJ was the centre of the conversations and activities in all focus groups. The CJ was known to all participants and functioned as a shared frame of reference.
- Each participant was given a token and was instructed to place the token at the phase in the CJ that they found most important to support. This stimulated reflection on experiences and needs and supported turn taking – each participant could, in turn, present where they had placed their token and why.
- Following the journey metaphor, a suitcase was placed on the table to represent that the aim of the focus group discussion was to ‘pack a suitcase for future CJs’. We introduced ‘weight restrictions’ for the content of the suitcase to make participants prioritise needs and visions. This restriction stimulated a ludic atmosphere and rich conversation on the relative importance of the proposed solutions.
- Blank cards for each phase in the CJ were developed to support participants’ reflections on visions for future CJs. For each phase of the CJ, each participant was given a blank card representing the specific stage and two minutes to describe what they found important for that stage in the CJ. There were no restrictions for what to suggest on the blank cards; all visions were valuable, and participants were encouraged to reflect on dreams for future journeys. This activity also supported turn taking as participants read their cards aloud to each other.
- Red cards (barriers) and green cards (opportunities) for each step in the CJ were developed for card sorting to bring perspectives on needs and visions for future CJs. On average, seven red and green cards were developed for each phase of the CJ. Red and green cards were read aloud clearly and distributed at the table, and participants were asked to choose one to two cards and place them in the suitcase for future CJs.

The procedure for the focus group sessions was as follows.

1. Introduction: Welcome, introduction of all participants, information about data recording and hearing assistive technology in the room.
2. The client journey: Presentation of the CJ. Participants places their token at the phase in the CJ that they found most important to support and share their reflections.
3. The suitcase: Presentation of the suitcase. All participants received one blank card for each step in the CJ, wrote what they found most important for that phase of the
journey, read aloud to the group and placed the card in the suitcase.

4. Red cards: Known difficulties for each step in the CJ were read aloud and placed on the table. Participants discussed the red cards/difficulties and selected one or two for the suitcase for future CJs. Blank cards were available if participants had other priorities.

5. Green cards: Known opportunities for each step in the CJ were read aloud and placed on the table. Participants discussed the green cards/difficulties and selected one or two cards for the suitcase for future CJs. Blank cards were available if participants had other priorities.

6. Check-out: Participants were thanked for their help with preparing the suitcase for future CJs. Opportunities for participants to sign up to follow-up design activities.

Figure 2 displays the cardboard CJ (we placed two on the table so that all participants faced one CJ), the suitcase at the end of the table and how participants distributed tokens in the CJ. Figure 3 depicts the participants in one of the focus groups sorting cards.

Analysis

The eight focus groups lasted approximately two hours each, were video-recorded and resulted in a rich dataset of cards selected for the suitcase and the participants’ shared reflections. We conducted an inductive thematic analysis on the data. Following Braun and Clarke [3], we made a verbatim account of all verbal utterances in the focus group conversations. We went through a reading and coding process starting with the use of initial codes of semantic content. Then we searched for, and identified, key themes that appeared in the focus groups with specific key actors, themes that appeared across all focus groups and themes that captured core elements of the participants’ needs and constraints for living with hearing aids. We analysed each theme by coding responses related to the theme. The analysis was an iterative process of moving back and forward between single themes and responses and the entire dataset (cf. [3] p. 86 ff.). We synthesised the results into a comprehensive framework presenting the interplay between the identified themes (cf. Figure 5).

All quotations presented below have been translated from Danish to English.

FINDINGS

Barriers and visions

The analysis of the participants’ prioritised barriers and visions for the hearing CJ (activities 4 and 5 in the focus group sessions) identified key themes related to information, communication and learning.

Information barriers identify a lack of information about hearing rehabilitation. This includes difficulties in finding trustworthy information in a complex healthcare system; information that is too general, which is difficult to convert to one’s own condition and needs; and delivery of information too late. The participants presented their visions for how to bridge these information barriers as a call for personalised, trustworthy and timely information.

Communication barriers were related mostly to a lack of time to communicate. Difficult communication between PHIs and SOs was additionally expressed, as there was too little communication about hearing rehabilitation in daily life. The participants presented visions for supporting PHIs in the monitoring and sharing of hearing problems and especially visions for more time to communicate with HCPs via easy access and opportunities for on-demand communication.

In terms of learning barriers, PHIs and SOs presented uncertainty about how to explore and adjust to life with hearing loss. HCPs’ lack of resources to support clients’ exploration of hearing aids in between appointments was presented as a central barrier to learning. The participants’ visions for learning were a call for support for the safe exploration of hearing aids in daily life. This included suggestions for digital training tools to support PHIs learning at their own pace and ongoing transition in the CJ.
with opportunities to share and collaborate with SOs and HCPs.

Table 2 sums up the analysis of key barriers and key visions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key barriers</th>
<th>Key visions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Too difficult to find information.</td>
<td>A place for trustworthy information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too late delivery of information.</td>
<td>Timing information delivery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too general information.</td>
<td>Personalised information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too difficult to explain hearing problems.</td>
<td>Monitoring and sharing hearing problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too little time to communicate.</td>
<td>More time to communicate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too difficult to access communication.</td>
<td>Easy communication on demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain exploration of hearing aids.</td>
<td>Support safe exploration at home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too little time to understand my hearing aid.</td>
<td>Ongoing self-monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many loops in the CJ – stuck in phases.</td>
<td>Transition support in the CJ.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Key themes, key barriers and key visions identified.

Crossing boundaries – transition and learning

The analysis of the eight focus groups showed that crossing boundaries in the CJ was a key barrier and vision for all actors. There was a broad distribution of tokens in the CJ (activity 2 in the focus group procedure) with variations between the three key actor types and with attention to boundaries between phases (see Figure 4). Most PHIs placed the tokens at the departure and explore phases. SOs had a concentration of tokens in the later phases of the CJ, while HCPs had a concentration of tokens in the early phases of the CJ. As stated above, participants pointed specifically to boundaries, from one phase to another in the CJ, as important. Several participants placed their token in phases between the CJ and presented transitions as difficult. Nine participants highlighted the boundary between the ‘prepare’ and ‘departure’ phases as the most needed stage for support. Two participants (HCPs) pointed to the boundary between the ‘departure’ and ‘explore’ phases as most critical. Three SOs pointed to the boundary between ‘explore’ and ‘established’ as most important and described unfulfilled ambitions with becoming established.

All participants described progress in the CJ as the overall goal. Journeys that are too long and experiences of being stuck in specific phases were presented as gaps that some PHIs never managed to cross and other PHIs experienced as very problematic. Examples are presentations of too many years to acknowledge hearing loss: ‘to acknowledge hearing loss has been tough (...) the preparing phase was a long and difficult journey for me’. Other PHIs presented difficult departures: ‘I don’t want to tire you with details, but I have had 45 fittings’. Other PHIs presented difficulties with moving from departure to becoming established: ‘It works now, but it has been a long process – 19 years’. A good CJ was presented as quick and easy movement from the ‘prepare’ phase to the ‘established’ phase. Only 4 of the 24 participating PHIs had experienced an easy CJ.

Thirteen participants pointed to the explore phase as the most difficult phase in the CJ. Similar to boundaries between phases in the CJ, the ‘explore’ phase is a difficult boundary to cross between leaving the clinic with hearing aids and working towards an established life with hearing aids. PHIs presented uncertainty as a dominant feeling at this stage: ‘I don’t know if the sound I hear is right’; ‘I think that my hearing is fine, but I don’t know. I am very unsure in this phase’; ‘I have a lot of problems, but I don’t know if it’s normal’; ‘I am unsure when and how to communicate with providers’. SOs especially called for information on hearing rehabilitation in order to be able to support their partner: ‘I only have the information that my husband gives to me’; ‘I don’t know how to help my husband’. HCPs presented the explore phase as ‘the critical phase’ where PHIs leave the clinic for the first time with hearing aids: ‘There are many frustrations when exploring new hearing aids. This is where I have to keep my clients focused on the goals we have set and help them be patient and understand that this phase takes more than three days (...) this is a fragile stage where many hearing aids end up in the drawer’.

Figure 4 sums up the distribution of tokens in the CJ.

| PHI | 3 | 4 | 7 | 7 | 3 |
| SO  | 1 | 2 | 3 | 3 | 2 |
| HCP | 2 | 3 | 3 |   |   |

Figure 4. Distribution of tokens in the client journey.

Connecting key actors – time to communicate

The participants’ suggested ‘luggage’ for future CJs (activity 3 in the focus group procedure) included a series of needs and visions for connecting key actors in the CJ. All groups called for services that can support the connections between PHIs and their SOs. PHIs especially expressed a need for SOs’ help to motivate them in the early stages of the CJ: ‘If my SOs have had tools so that they could say to me, “look, these are the situations where we laugh at you and where it is difficult for you; you need to check up on your hearing”, then, I am sure that my acknowledgement of my hearing problem would have come easier. It is your SOs that affect you most’; ‘you need your SOs to push you to take this step towards departure’. PHIs also called for services that could support SOs’ understanding of hearing loss and hearing aids: ‘I really miss information for SOs so that they understand that shouting is not the best way to communicate. It is very important that SOs understand hearing impairment. This also includes the workplace’; ‘I
need a course for my wife so that she understands that I cannot hear what she says when she doesn’t look at me’.

SOs especially called for services that would include them in the process. Several SOs experienced difficulties in being understanding and supporting in daily life: ‘It would be an advantage if SOs were more involved in the process’; ‘SOs need to be part of the process and especially get information’. Similarly, HCPs suggested opportunities for including SOs more, for example, via ‘self-management tasks also for SOs’ and ‘something that also places responsibility on the SOs’. Additionally, there were suggestions for connecting PHIs via mentoring arrangements or group consultation.

All participants addressed the problem of too little time for communication between PHIs and HCPs and called for more personalised solutions. PHIs presented that ‘there is a need for more time when communicating with the HCP. You need to feel that this conversation is about you’ and ‘the communication with the HCP has to be better. It feels like some of them don’t see you as a person’. PHIs especially called for solutions that could give them more time to communicate including services to prepare for communication or follow-up on communication at their own pace: ‘I would really like the opportunity to sit at home, quietly, and have time to understand questions and reflect on them and answer them at my own pace’. Similarly, HCPs called for more opportunities to provide personal feedback and address the problem with current CJIs filled with too much and too general paper-based information. As one HCP expressed, ‘you have to avoid using the autopilot when you communicate’. Other HCPs elaborated, ‘we need services with personalised information (...) and opportunities to ask quick questions’ and ‘we lose people when we give them general information. We need personalised services, like an app with information about my hearing. It could be small videos about how you operate the specific hearing aid you have, like how to change batteries, etc.’. In general, the connection between PHIs and HCPs was presented as crucial. PHIs presented especially a need for ‘more feedback between us and the HCPs’ and HCPs stressed a need for ‘solutions that establish a good relationship. If they feel that we just talk past them, then we lose them’.

HCPs also directed attention to the importance of ‘timing information’ and of finding new solutions for delivering information with attention to the correct dosage at the right time: ‘There is so much information. We need to think about how to break it into smaller pieces and timing delivery, like, for example, this Monday you get this and next Monday you will receive more’.

Connecting services — timing information

The participants’ suggested ‘luggage’ for future CJIs included several services; PHIs especially called for services that could support them in learning about their hearing, for instance, via online hearing tests, monitoring tools and online services for adjusting hearing aids. Examples are as follows: ‘I would really like to be able to perform a simple hearing test at home via my iPad’; ‘It would be great if I could do some kind of ongoing adjustment of my hearing aids via an app on my mobile phone. Then I wouldn’t have to go to the clinic every time I need an adjustment. It could be a mandatory update and it would be great if there was also information like FAQ so that it was easy to find and I didn’t have to do all the web browsing myself’. Overall, PHIs called for opportunities to connect their hearing experience with opportunities to adjust their hearing aids and suggested several possibilities for monitoring and training tools. This was also supported by HCPs: ‘we need something concrete, like a book or an app with daily tasks. It could be tasks like find a spot outside and sit there without hearing aids for 20 minutes and then put on your hearing aids and reflect on your experience’; ‘training guides and video guides would be great’.

All participating PHIs showed a strong interest in understanding and updating hearing technology. They called for opportunities to receive updates about new technologies. This included interests in assistive technology connecting hearing aids to technologies ubiquitous in their daily lives, such as mobile phones, televisions and doorbells.

HCPs emphasised that digital services must be efficient. Examples related to this issue are services that make it easy to deliver information: ‘I am thinking that if we should deliver news and updates, etc., then we need something with prefabricated tips and tricks’; ‘we need some kind of pool of material that makes it easy for us’; ‘I think that one weekly open online counselling [session] would be effective because then you can solve problems quickly. Otherwise we will see them in the clinic for small problems’. HCPs presented time as an overall constraint for using digital services: ‘we all have such busy days, and it is just impossible to answer a flow of electronic messages from clients’. Thus, HCPs stressed that digital services need to be effective in terms of usefulness for PHIs and time-saving for HCPs.

During the conversations about what to place in the suitcase for future CJIs, participants shared several reflections about digital services. These reflections indicate the importance of a broad design perspective that includes future eHealth solutions in the ecology of the CJ. This especially calls attention to a seamless integration of digital services and face-to-face services. Participants often stressed that ‘electronic solutions may never replace physical meetings’. This was found in several conversations in the data. Some HCPs were concerned that too many digital services could result in lost information: ‘I am concerned that if you receive information about specific subjects in electronic form, then you forget to talk about these subjects with the patient’; ‘you can easily get a wrong picture in written
Communication represents delivering effective communication. To PHIs, effective communication meant easy access and time to prepare or follow up on communication. To HCPs, effective communication represented communication that works – in other words, that is understandable and valuable to the client and effective to deliver and that is, therefore, not time-consuming but supports efficiency by qualifying time in the clinic. Personalised communication was fundamental to all participants.

Information represents the ability to find (PHIs and SOs) and deliver (HCPs) trustworthy information. Timing is central, and personalised information is fundamental, since too much information and too general information were reported as useless. The right information at the right time to the right person in the right dosage reflects a core vision.

The constraints – time, timing and transition – are critical to future eHealth solutions for hearing rehabilitation. Effective communication that is not used to qualify time for HCPs and PHIs is without value. Trustworthy information is crucial, but if it does not support transition (steps forward in the CJ) and if the timing is wrong, then the value is likely to be low. Safe exploration via training tools and self-monitoring is central to learning, but if there is no time to learn and no transition forward in the CJ, then the conditions and motivation for learning are too difficult.

DISCUSSION

Implications for design

The analysis of the eight focus groups has presented a complex problem space for the design of eHealth solutions for hearing rehabilitation, with several boundaries and barriers, but also opportunities for bridging and connecting people and services, synthesised in Figure 5. On this basis, we outline the following four design implications for future eHealth solutions:

- Design for crossing boundaries along the CJ: Support transitions between phases in the CJ with attention to opportunities for PHIs to explore safely and for HCPs and SOs to follow the progress and provide the right support at the right time for the right situation.

- Design for connecting key actors in hearing rehabilitation: Support effective feedback loops between key actors with attention to tailored services for PHIs and SIs and effective services for HCPs.

- Design for connecting constraints with solutions: Incorporate constraints related to time, timing and transitions in design solutions to support different time needs between various stakeholders (effective time for HCP and more time for moving at one’s own pace for PHIs), support different needs for the timing of delivering health information and communication and support transitions via information and learning services that visualise steps and progress in the hearing health journey.
• Design for connected services: Integrate eHealth solutions in the ecology of hearing rehabilitation, with specific attention to the design of connections between digital and physical rehabilitation services.

We are currently exploring concepts for future eHealth solutions in follow-up focus group sessions, with attention to their ability to mediate the complex interplay of connections in hearing rehabilitation. In this ongoing research, we explore visions for cloud clinics to improve information and communication between PHIs, SOs and HCPs especially related to technology-supported monitoring and learning as an ongoing and necessary element of hearing rehabilitation.

Limitations and future research
Using the CJ helped us understand the steps and connections in hearing rehabilitation for the three key actors. However, applying the CJ model also left some issues uncovered. Our study supported related work stressing that the stages in the CJ are far more dynamic and complex than visualised in the progressive CJ models [29, 30]. Hearing rehabilitation is indeed a journey which often does not go smoothly. In our methods and analysis, we applied a holistic perspective on this journey, acknowledging not only the PHIs but also their relatives and HCPs. Future research can benefit from the integration of theoretical concepts that emphasise a holistic and developmental perspective on hearing CJs. For example, the concept of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) since LPP situates individuals’ learning as part of a community of practice in which the individual learns to master knowledge and skills via movements within the community of practice, typically from a peripheral position as a newcomer to full participation [24]. LPP focuses on trajectory, but with attention to non-linear movements foregrounding the complex interactions of people and practices and has been evidenced as valuable for understanding and designing for ongoing health management and health cooperation [18]. In general, theory that brings attention to the development of the complex patterns of interactions in hearing rehabilitation may contribute to future research on technology-mediated hearing healthcare. Reflection on the applied CJ model and our results, in the form of an integrated framework of the complex interplay in hearing rehabilitation, has especially led us to observe a need to supplement future research with theory addressing cooperation. Concepts like ‘boundary objects’ and ‘boundary negotiating artifacts’ can be of important value to future research as a theoretical lens to examine in more detail how eHealth solutions facilitate boundary crossing and push boundaries for cooperation among key actors in hearing rehabilitation [6].

With regard to methods, our study could have included participants who were not technology users or who were inexperienced with the hearing health CJ. However, the sample of participants provided us with an in-depth understanding of the participants’ experiences and visions for future CJs. Our approach was not based on specific theory or methods for engaging the elderly in design. Rather, our methods were based on general principles for participatory design [37]. Our overall ambition was to contribute to equalising power relations by giving a voice especially to the elderly and their relatives, who are often not part of technology innovation (predominantly, they take on roles as testers) for hearing applications [7, 33]. We prioritised staging the focus group sessions so that participants could share experiences and visions for possible futures to support mutual learning. To facilitate this, we developed and used visual tangible artefacts (the CJ, tokens, the suitcase, red cards and green cards) to support all participants to express their thoughts, needs and visions [19]. Our method worked well in engaging the elderly PHIs, the SOs and the HCPs and, overall, we find that the developed toolkit and approach provide a useful structure for future studies.

Several studies have presented valuable insights on the opportunities and challenges of engaging elderly people in technology innovation. Examples are the design of virtual training environments for people with aphasia [22], design of assistive technology [36], design of digital platforms for community development [28], design of robotic pets [25] and design of information systems at community centres [26]. Our developed research approach contributes to this body of design research engaging the elderly as co-designers of future technology. However, we emphasise that technology use and preferences are not only related to age but also to social, economic and cultural factors [13]. Thus, despite our focus on the elderly, it should be noted that our research is anchored in the specific presented situation as well as the dispositions of the participants.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described the problem space of eHealth solutions for hearing rehabilitation. The analysis showed that crossing boundaries in the hearing care CJ is a central point of attention, calling for support of PHIs’ transition in the CJ. The analysis presented the importance of designing for connecting key actors in the CJ. This involves attention to including SOs more in the CJ, supporting PHIs, especially with more personalised information and time to communicate, and supporting HCPs in effective communication. Moreover, the analysis presented the importance of designing for connecting services. This included a call for services to support PHIs in ongoing monitoring and exploration of hearing and especially a need to integrate future eHealth solutions in the ecology of hearing rehabilitation by connecting digital and physical services. Information, communication and learning were identified as key themes for eHealth solutions. Transition, time and timing were identified as important constraints to be addressed when designing for connections in hearing rehabilitation. The result – an integrated model of the complex interplay between information,
communication and learning among key actors in hearing rehabilitation – provides a useful framework for the future conceptualisation of eHealth solutions. Pursuing our ambition of designing connections for hearing rehabilitation, our design implications point to an integrated perspective on eHealth solutions connecting phases in the CJ, key actors in hearing rehabilitation, constraints with digital solutions and services, with attention to the design of the ecology of hearing rehabilitation.

Although the presented results are only part of a larger design research project, their contribution is fundamental for grounding future innovations of eHealth solutions in the use context of PHIs, SOs and HCPs. Our methods present how we engaged the elderly PHIs, SOs and HCPs in exploring future CJs and can inspire scholars engaged in participatory design with elderly people and multiple stakeholders.
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